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Climbing to Waiau Pass- view of Lake Constance 

The  CHRISTCHURCH  TRAMPING  CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from  easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness  and  experience  required).  We  also
organise  instructional  courses  and  hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $20 junior or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to
obtain a paper newsletter. 

For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages. 

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from 'Z' Russley (formerly Caltex) on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd.  If
the departure point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton.
Day trips usually depart at 8 am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on
either Friday evening or Saturday morning. 

New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.

Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side  of  Waltham  School,  is  about  100m  south  of  the  Brougham  St/Waltham  Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served.  If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone John West 0212302536 or email
john_a_west@outlook.com. Please note  that  formalities  start  at  7:50  pm sharp,  and if
there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.
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Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields.  Phone Steve Bruerton  322-6196 for  booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner,  $25 non-member, $5 kids
under  12.  If  you  find  any  problems  or  maintenance  required,  please  contact  the  hut
convenor, Steve Bruerton.

Equipment Hire:  The Club has a range of
equipment  for  hire.  The  Gear  Custodian  is
Barney  Stephenson,  ph.  027  358  3281  .
Note:  club  gear  assigned  to  you  is  your
responsibility; please take care of it.  Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the  outside  of  your  pack  can  be  easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This  may  result  in  serious damage to  your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking  them on  a  trip  even  if  they  are  not
used,  and  report  any  damage  to  the  gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:

Tent $3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons $4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel $4 per weekend

Large/small weekend 
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets Free

Personal locator beacons Free

Wednesday 3 February Social at club rooms

Tramping in Cyprus, Montenegro, Croatia,  Bosnia & Herzegovina, and Slovenia:
Michal Klajban: A few years ago, Michal spent a few months in Mediterranean countries,
exploring local mountain ranges. He’ll  be showing some photos from walks no longer
than a few kilometers but also from an epic 180 km tramp across Montenegro. The talk
will also reveal where in Europe you can hike among wild donkeys. Spoiler alert: they will
take your food if you don’t hang it up!

Multi-Day starting Thurs 4 Feb 2021 extended
Long Weekend 5 day duration
Departure point: Contact leader

Leader: Jeff Hall 021-2506203
whio2u@gmail.com

A  Few  Days  Gardening:  Option  for  an  extended  Waitangi
weekend trip walking from Erewhon into the Gardens. If weather
OK plan to head up the Rangitata river to access the Gardens via
Perth  col  returning  via  Lambert  col.  Maybe  side  trip  down  to
explore  towards  Great  Unknown,  totally  weather  dependent.
Reasonably demanding trip with lots of  walking on river gravel.
Contact: Jeff Hall whio2u@gmail.com 021 250 6203

Grade: Mod/Hard 
(snow and 
glacier 
travel skills 
required)

2021-02-03

Map:  

Approx: TBD
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Multi-Day 3 Day starting Frid 5 Feb 2021
Departure point: To be advised

Leader: Alan Ross 021 962884
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz

Classic 3 passes across the main divide Arthurs Pass to West
Coast: Running this as a double ended trip. 1 team walking West
and 1 team walking East. Swap car keys in the middle. The West
to East team staying on the coast on the Friday night.. The East to
West team most likely walking into Carrington Hut on the Friday
night. Note I am aware of the DOC warning re the track "closure"
on the West coast. Have a think of a plan B as this trip is weather
dependent. Expect all terrain options and wet feet.

Grade: Moderate

2021-02-01

Map:  

Approx: $50

Multi-Day 4 days duration starting Frid 5 Feb
2021
Departure point: Z Station Russley

Leader: Bill Johnson 027 422 2274
bill@billjohnson.nz

Barker Hut / Mt Murchison Waitangi Weekend: Moderate at an
easy  pace  -  snow  skills  with  ice  axe,  crampons,  helmet  and
harness required. Bring a tent as this may be a busy weekend for
the  hut.  Depart  5  pm  from  Z  Station  Russley  and  head  to
Klondyke Corner then to Carrington Hut where we will spend the
night (depending on everyone’s ability to get away Fri afternoon
some may be able to depart earlier.)  Sat we’ll  be up the White
River to Barker Hut.  From the hut we can look at summiting a
nearby peak, practice glacier travel, crevasse rescue and take a
walk on the White or Marmaduke Glacier or just hang out at the
hut. For those that are keen, we’ll look at summiting Mt Murchison
(2408m) on Sun. We’ll come all that way out that Mon so it will be
a longish tramp out of 23 or so kms.but with lots of that downhill
and plenty of time to get it done If you need club gear let me know.

Grade: Moderate at
an Easy 
Pace

2021-02-03

Map: "BV20 
Otira" 

Approx: 35

Saturday 13 Feb 2021
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Zack Williams 0273025888
zack.williams@aotawhiti.school.nz

Purple  Hill  with  a  swim  across  Lake  Pearson:  Who  hasn’t
wished for a refreshing dip in cool water after a hot day of climbing
up  a  peak?  And  who  hasn’t  driven  by  Lake  Pearson  and
wondered,  "I  bet  I  could  swim  across  that  narrow  bit?"  We’ll
ascend Purple Hill  via the usual  grunt up the north slope, then
descend via the scree slope into the lake, with a refreshing swim
to take us back across the lake. Approx. 1100m net height gain,
12km. Non-swimmers are welcome to descend via the way we
came up. If the weather looks poor (cold), we’ll postpone for the
next weekend. You can view the 2015 swim edition’s trip notes
here  (https://ctc.org.nz/index.php/trip-reports?goto=tripreports
%2F692),  and  their  topo  route  here:
https://ctc.org.nz/dbcaptionedimage.php?id=2131

Grade: Moderate

2021-02-13

Map:  

Approx: $25
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2021-02-20 
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Mike Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Old  Coach  Road/Trig  M:  This  trip  in  the  Korowai-Torlesse
Tussocklands  Park,  will  start  at  the  base  of  Porters  Pass  and
follow the Old Coach Road, the route taken by the Cobb and Co
coaches in the 19thCentury. After following a fence line up to a
high point, go along the crest and up the Starvation Gully Track to
Trig M. Great views of Lake Lyndon and surrounding area. Around
700 m height gain. The return trip will follow the Coach Stream
Track down past Kowai Forest and back to the cars. 

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

2021-02-19

Map: "BW21 
Springfield" 

Approx: 20

Saturday 20 Feb 2021
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Alan Ross 021 962884
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz

River crossing course:  Undertaking a river crossing course is
the closest thing we have in the CTC to a compulsory training
course. In NZ, everyone heading to the hills, even some easy day
tramps  need  to  have  good  river  crossing  skills  and  more
importantly, the skill to decide not to cross! Sign up on line as this
course  fills  fast  and  places  are  limited.  You  need  a  proper
weekend pack loaded at least 15kg in weight (NOT A DAY PACK).
You must be a current paid up member before the course date to
come on the course (no exceptions). More details on requirements
for the afternoon will follow closer to the date. 

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

2021-02-17

Map:  

Approx: $5

Sunday 21 Feb 2021
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Mt Bealey:  Mt Bealey (1836m) is a well known peak in Arthur’s
Pass area with magnificent views over the Main Divide. Up via Mt
Bealey  Track,  down  via  a  scree  slope  north-east  of  Pt  1706
heading to  Rough Creek.  We’ll  get  wet  feet  down there.  Bring
along gaiters and your boulder hopping skills. Circa 7 km, 1100m
acent.

Grade: Moderate

2021-02-21

Map: "BV20 
Otira" 

Approx: 35

Saturday 6 Mar 2021
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Alan Ross 021 962884
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz

River  crossing instruction course  no  2:  Second  course  this
year due to demand. Undertaking a river crossing course is the
closest thing we have in the CTC to a compulsory training course.
In NZ, everyone heading to the hills, even some easy day tramps
need to have good river crossing skills and more importantly, the
skill to decide not to cross! Sign up on line as this course fills fast
and places are limited. You need a proper weekend pack loaded
at least 15kg in weight (NOT A DAY PACK). You must be a current
paid up member before the course date to come on the course (no
exceptions). More details on requirements for the afternoon will
follow closer to the date.

Grade:Easy/
Moderate

2021-03-05

Map:  

Approx: $5
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Saturday 6 Mar 2021
Departure point: Z Station Russley

Leader: Bill Johnson 027 422 2274
bill@billjohnson.nz

Otehake Hot Pools Summer Barbeque:  This  will  be an easy
overnight  trip  into  the  Otehake  Hot  Pools  to  have  a  summer
potluck BBQ. Depending on the temperature we can either have a
soak  in  some  of  the  best  hot  pools  in  the  South  Island  or  a
refreshing dip in the Otehake River. This will be a "tramp at your
own pace"  easy trip  that  is  normally  about  5  hours  each way.
There are a few river crossings early on, a few hundred metres
height gain then 2kms of river travel up the Otehake River to the
hot pools. It’s about 11 km total distance. Bring your river crossing
shoes, togs and sand fly spray. I’ll bring a griddle, grill, frying pan
and stoves as required, but please bring fresh meat, sides, salads
or desserts to cook/share. When you sign up please note what
you are bringing so we can have some variety. Vegetarians and
those  on  a  restricted  diet  are  welcome.  **NO  DEHY  FOOD
PLEASE** 

Grade: Easy

2021-03-03

Map: "BV20 
Otira" 

Approx: 45

Saturday 13 Mar 2021
Departure point: Z (formerly Caltex) Russley

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070
tortistours@gmail.com

Crooked Spur  Hut:  A good chance to  put  your  river  crossing
skills into practise with 16 – 21 crossings of Bush Stream on the 5
hour  walk  into  the  historical  Crooked  Spur  hut  on  Saturday.
Because this trip will be running on a section of the Te Araroa trail
you  will  have  the  bonus  of  a  night’s  sleep  in  a  tent.  We  will
overnight at the old horse paddock next to the historical hut before
returning back to the cars the same way, with another 16- 21 river
crossings on the Sunday.  At  this  time of  the  year  the  water  is
remarkably warm for a NZ river,  and because the depth varies
from ankle to thigh deep there will be multiple opportunities to try
out both solo and group river crossing techniques. Numbers will
be limited so preference will be given to the 2021 River Course
participants. 

Grade: Moderate

2021-03-04

Map: "BX18 Lake
Clearwater"

Approx: $45
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Easter 6 days starting Frid 2 Apr 2021
Departure point: To be confirmed

Leader: Barry Watson 021668895
bazzaman7@gmail.com

Gillespie Pass Circuit and More (Easter) :  Nestled among the
awesome Mt Aspiring National Park is the Gillespie Pass Circuit
and surrounding area. The plan for the trip is to extend our four
days off over Easter by two days so we can complete the below
alpine  adventure  and  enable  us  to  explore  more  than  usually
possible in the time available. Whether we extend it by two days
just  before Easter,  (Wed/Thurs) or  straight  after,  (Tue/Wed) will
depend on the weather  closer  to  the time.  So flexibility  will  be
required in getting two extra days off over Easter. The approx cost
of $240 covers the helicopter and petrol for cars. Accommodation
in Tekapo en route south, and DOC huts and/or campsite fees are
additional. Our plan for the six days is... Day 0: Drive south late
afternoon the night prior and stay at or near Tekapo. Day 1: Drive
to Makarora, get helicopter to within 3km of Top Forks Hut (saving
us about 1.5 days of walking) and then walk up to and camp at
Lucidus Lake. Day 2: Explore around the Lake and head towards
the waterfall by Rabbit Pass as a day walk and then come back
and stay at Top Forks Hut. Day 3: Walk to Kerin Forks Hut via
Jumboland and stay there the night. Day 4: Walk to Crucible Lake
and camp in the forest. Day 5: Walk over Gillespie Pass and camp
at the  tent  site  beyond Young Hut.  Day 6:  Walk  out  and drive
home. It’s  important  you have a tent  and appropriate overnight
gear  for  this  cooler  time  of  year,  and  that  you  have  been  on
tramps where you have walked for 6-8hrs for several consecutive
days. You should also comfortable climbing up and down steeper
terrain  where  necessary.  Please  let  me  know if  you  have  any
questions.

Grade: Moderate at
easy pace

2021-03-31

Map:  

Approx: $240 for 
helicopter 
and car 

Friday 3 September 2021
Departure point: Christchurch Airport

Leader: Bill Johnson 027 422 2274
bill@billjohnson.nz

Winter  Ascent  of  Mt  Taranaki:  This  is  a  winter  ascent  of  Mt
Taranaki. We’ll fly from Christchurch to Wellington on Fri Sept 3
then hire a car or van to Mt Taranaki, Dawson Falls Carpark. Mt
Taranaki in winter is often hard ice so you will need proper boots
and crampons capable of front pointing with 2 tools, harness and
helmet required. Ropes, harnesses, snow stakes, ice screws may
be  involved.  Depending  on  the  weather  we’ll  either  climb  to
Kapuni Lodge or Syme Hut for a summit attempt the following day.
This is basically a day trip,  but  the extra days are to  allow for
weather.  From  the  carpark  to  Kapuni  Lodge  is  about  600m
elevation gain, Kapuni to Syme is about 550m gain and Syme to
the  summit  is  another  550m.  The  flights  on  Jetstar  are  still
reasonably cheap - $140 round trip with a 20kg bag and 7kg carry
on.

Grade: Hard

2021-09-01

Map: "BJ29 
Mount 
Taranaki or 
Mount 
Egmont" 

Approx: Flights, 
$25/night 
Kapuni 
Lodge, 
5/night 
Syme Hut 
Hut
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Trip Reports

6 December 2020

Rakaia Spurs in Birdwood Range

A few enthusiastic CTC members decided to climb these beautiful towers, led by David
Sutton. We started off at a rather awkward place, right in the middle of a farm road, quite
far from the local farmer’s house. We crossed Glenthorne Stream and started looking for
the track to Gargarus Saddle. We might have underestimated our understanding of the
farmer’s instructions and managed to follow the river downstream for a bit which wasn’t the
right  way.  Then  we  opted  for  bush  bashing  through  some  nasty  scrub  for  about  45
minutes, which wasn’t the right way either. When we finally found the track, it was a wee
bit disappointing to see such a wide 4WD road as all our bushbashing efforts could have
been  avoided.  Someone  suggested  that  variety  makes  a  good  tramp  which  we
enthusiastically agreed and kept following the 4WD. 

From Gargarus Saddle it was a slow slog to pt1706. We had lunch there and off we went
to battle the sharp towers between pt1706 and pt1902. There was a lot of scrambling and
it was the hardest part of the tramp. Even though Jiang managed to follow the sharp ridge
(she’s a well known CTC mountain goat with cameras hanging off her sleeves), the rest of
us ended up dropping down and going around the rocky bits. Just for future reference: if
you decide to come up here, take a helmet for these bits, you’ll be happy that you have it. 

Up somewhere near the top

Going from pt1985 was fairly straightforward and easy. The ridge is very wide there and
pleasant to follow. David led us to some scree between pt1832 and pt1634 which was
quite epic - not very steep but very looong and our scree runs took around 20 minutes.
Going along Boundary Stream was okay, although in high water this would be impassable.
We had to cross the stream many many times and the water was sometimes above our
knees and quite fast flowing. Once we reached pt709 it was all just flat and easy. On the
NZ Topo map there are some cliff markings but the cliffs are not really there or don’t make
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for any complications. David later said that the last time he came down through the valley
between pt1507 and pt1408. This route could have been an easier walk out, or perhaps
the scree from pt1587 could have been the easiest but in that case we would have missed
all the fun of going along Boundary Stream which was my personal favourite part. 

Boundary Stream

Thanks David for leading, it was a fantastic trip! 

Participants: Michal Klajban (scribe, photos), David Sutton (leader), Emma Rogers, John
West, Collin Miller, Jacqui O’Neill, Rodney Erickson,Xiaoqiu Jiang,Anthony Clark 

PS: Jiang made a video, see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Az2cQEBCafM 

12 December 2020

Ryde Falls

Ryde Falls is in the Oxford Forest Conservation Area, just a bit Northwest of Christchurch
and so close it’s almost an outer suburb of the city. It’s hard to believe that despite it being
so close I’ve never been there. I guess it’s one of those things that you could do anytime,
so you just keep putting it off. This was the opportunity – a CTC trip and good weather, so I
joined in the fun, and I convinced Helen that it would be be a good training exercise for us
to carry heavy packs as preparation for our planned four-day St James Walkway trip. We
looked a bit overloaded for a day trip, but it went well. (Don’t tell Helen that her pack wasn’t
all that heavy, and that she might need to carry a little more weight if she plans to eat
anything on the big trip.) 

It was a beautiful day as we set out, and we were walking by 09:20. Very shortly after the
start the track goes into the forest, and from then on it’s forested all the way giving us
some nice shade on a cloudless day. Just over an hour in we reached the junction with the
Link Track having gained about 350 metres, and stopped there for morning tea. Another 40
minutes and 144 metres brought us to the falls where we poked around for a while taking
photos before retreating back down the hill a short way to a clearing where we had lunch.
As we settled down another couple of CTC members turned up. Jonathan and Steve were
running a canyoning expedition with a bunch of other people. It was at this point that I
learned that there are actually five tiers to the Ryde Falls, not just the three that we’d seen.
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I wish I’d know that earlier; it would have been fun to go up a bit further to the upper two
falls. I hadn’t seen a track going there, but that just adds to the fun. I’ll have to keep that in
mind in case I visit again. 

With lunch done we headed back for home. The return trip was via the Korimako Track, a
small section of the Wharfedale Track, and then the Link Track took us back to the Ryde
Falls Track for the final leg back to Coopers Creek carpark. As it was only 3 PM we were
back in Christchurch quite early after a stop for afternoon tea in Oxford. Theoretically we
had some of the day left to do “stuff”, but in all honesty the only “stuff” I did was have a
shower and drink some beer. We’d had a lovely walk in great weather with great company,
and managed to get home not so late that I couldn’t be bothered cooking dinner. Thanks to
Mike for organising the trip, looking forward to the next one. 

Trip  statistics Distance Walked:  16.5  km Min  Elevation:  348 m Max Elevation:  603 m
Elevation gain: 904 m Elevation loss: 908 m Average speed: 2.97 km/h Average moving
speed: 4.0 km/h Total moving time: 4h 06m Total stopped time: 1h 26m  

Participants: Mike Newlove (Leader), Jenny Harris, Sheryle Wooton, Geoff Titmus, Kaveh
Mazloomi, Adrian Harvey, Louise Holder, Grant Scull, Bernhard Parawa, Katie Klaassens,
Helen  Ryan,  Sarah  Cutts,  Mani  Singh,  Harpreet  Kaur,  John  Kerkhofs  (scribe  &
photographer) 

12 December 2020

Mt O’Malley -- Saturday 12 December 2020

CTC day trip, first day of Bell Tea #27 Arthurs Pass. 16 km and 1200 m total ascent over 7
hours  and  16  minutes.  Three  participants:  Rachelle  Binny,  Simon  Barr  and  Bryce
Williamson.  Six  others  went  to  Mt  Karen  (Pt  1844  m)  and  back  --  they  were  Chris
McGimpsey  (leader),  Markus  Milne,  Susan  Pearson,  Andrew  Ecker,  Ian  Wyllie  and
Vanessa Smith. 

This trip was the first leg of Chris McGimpsey’s 27th event of the Bell Tea Series. Formally,
it was meant to be an up-and-down trip to Mt Karen (aka Pt 1844 m) at the top of the Mt
Aicken Track on the eastern side of Arthurs Pass. However, I  had other plans. Having
climbed Mt Karen as part of a Mt O’Malley circuit just three weeks earlier, I was keen to
find a good route to the tarn north-west of Mt O’Malley without having to climb too high on
the ridge west of Mt Karen. I was also keen to explore the ridge stretching south of Mt
O’Malley and try out a ~700-metre scree descent from near the end of that ridge into the
Mingha River. Of the party of nine, Rachelle and Simon decided to come with me. Markus,
who was nursing a ruptured biceps tendon in his right arm, said he would start with us and
see how he went. 

Having driven up to Arthurs Pass in the morning and installed ourselves in CTC Hut, we
departed from the Devils Punchbowl car park at a bit after 10:30 am. An unseasonal fall
the previous night had left the surrounding mountains with an attractive icing-sugar dusting
of snow. 

Markus took off with gusto, one arm pumping and the other (wounded wing) tied to his
chest. Rachelle, Simon and I followed at a slower, though still fairly brisk pace. 

At 11:50 am we found Markus tucked into the tussock and enjoying the sun at the flat spot
near  ~1350 m where it  is  convenient  and traditional  to  take a break.  With  the others
arriving over about quarter of an hour, we ate lunch while Chris boiled up a brew, as is
traditional in the Bell Tea Series. 
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At 12:35 pm, Rachelle, Simon and I headed off, Markus having decided to stick with the
others rather than risk further injuring his arm. We followed the Mt Aicken track to an
altitude of 1510 m, then peeled off to the south, climbing over a broad shoulder at about
1590 m and then descending through some residual snow to a basin containing some
small tarns to the south-west of Mt Karen. We noted that this would make a pretty good
camping spot, although the tarns would be likely to dry up in summer. 

From the small tarns, at about 1460 m, we climbed over a broad spur and sidled up to the
big tarn north-west of Mt O’Malley, at ~1570 m. Again, we noted that there were good, if
small, camp sites at the western end, and that the water supply would be reliable even in
mid-summer. 

Since Rachelle had never climbed Mt O’Malley (1703 m), we scurried up the scree over
the intervening 130 metres (vertical) arriving at the summit at about 2:15 pm. 

The ridge stretching to the south looked very inviting and we headed off in that direction
almost immediately. 

It took us 70 minutes to cover the 2.3 km with 330 m descent along the ridge, with views to
the Mingha River on our left and to the Bealey River and Arthurs Pass Village on our right. 

To get onto the scree, we descended to ~1430 m, a bit down-spur from the top of the
scree, then approached it from the true right. It was rather bony and not very comfortable
travel.  The  body  of  the  scree  was  initially  reasonable,  5  or  6  out  of  10,  but  as  we
descended it got chunkier and much less comfortable. It got to about 1 or 2 out of 10
before we reached a point at ~900 m where regrowth beech had intruded entirely across
the scree. Due to the thickness of the regrowth we climbed out on the true left into mature
and more-open beech, where the going was a lot easier. However, the last stage before
the river was a near-vertical alluvium bluff. To circumvent that, we dropped steeply into a
new gulch forming below the beech regrowth and then over a broad shingle fan to the river
bed. 

The nearly 700-metre descent had taken us 75 minutes, a reflection of the fact that it is not
really a very good route. It was now 4:50 pm. I had agreed with Chris that he should drive
down to Greyneys Shelter to pick us up if we were not back at the hut by 6 pm – so we
had plenty of  time up our sleeve. For a long time I  had noted that a small  pond was
indicated on maps to exist amongst the beech at the end of Mt O’Malley spur, so we took

Route of Mt O’Malley trip
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the opportunity to visit  it.  In fact,  there is no longer a pond there – instead there is a
meadow of  buttercups.  From the meadow,  we crossed a  lupin-infested terrace of  the
Bealey River and then the river itself, arriving at SH73 at 5:30 pm. I texted Chris to say that
we were on our way back to the hut, and it took us 50 minutes to traipse the 4.3 km along
the sealed highway. When we got there, Chris was not to be seen. Apparently he had
driven down to Greyneys Shelter at about 4:30 pm, helpfully and hopefully to give us a lift
in the expectation that we would get out earlier than anticipated. Unfortunately there is no
cell-phone coverage at Greyneys Shelter and we hadn’t  bothered to visit  it.  Chris had
passed the time talking to some mates who were doing Coast-to-Coast training and having
a snooze in his car. Fortunately, he decided to drive round the corner to check his cell
phone, got my message, and arrived back at the hut about quarter of an hour after us
seemingly unconcerned about the waste of his time. 

13 December 2020

Mt Misery -- Sunday 13 December 2020

CTC day trip, second day of Bell Tea #27 Arthurs Pass. 15.5 km and 1250 m total ascent
over  8  hours  and  40  minutes.  Nine  participants:  Chris  McGimpsey  (leader),  Rachelle
Binny,  Simon Barr,  Markus Milne,  Susan Pearson,  Andrew Ecker,  Ian Wyllie,  Vanessa
Smith and Bryce Williamson. 

Following the dual Mt Karen/Mt O’Malley Saturday outing, the combined team enjoyed a
wonderfully convivial pot-luck dinner in the warmth of the CTC hut. On the Sunday, we
packed, cleaned up and headed east to the Cass River car park for the second leg of Bell
Tea #27, an ascent of Mt Horrible (1765 m). 

We were at the car park at about 9 am and walking about 10 minutes later – north across
the SH73 road bridge over Cass River, then south along a farm track on the true left of the
river.  After  about  50  minutes  we turned up  hill,  still  mostly  in  pasture  but  mixed with
scrubby  matagouri  and  mingimingi.  There  were  signs  of  pig  rooting  and  we  found  a
hunters’ biv surrounded by a matagouri fence in a small copse of beech. 

After negotiating a band of beech forest we emerged onto a boulder field, partly covered in
low-growing subalpine plants. It was warm and steep, so we had a 10-minute break at
1100 metres,  during  which  we watched a native red  spider-hunting wasp dragging its
victim off to provide edible accommodation for its offspring. 

Over the next 45 minutes we started a sidling climb of ~200 metres, mostly across scree,
to the south ridge of Mt Misery. 

Just after midday and just above 1300 m, we took a 50-minute lunch break, during which
Chris made up the traditional Bell Series brew. 

At 1 pm we resumed our climb, initially across a rather nasty scree chute and then up the
steep south-western ridge composed mostly of sharp, dark argillite. 

The party arrived at the Mt Misery summit over about 20 minutes from 2:10 pm. We were
soon joined by a young kea whose presence and band ID I  later reported to the Kea
Conservation Trust, to be informed that his name is Renny and that he was banded near
Cass Saddle in 2019. 

We left the summit at 2:40 pm and headed down the wonderful scree on the northern face.
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The team on Mt Misery summit 1765m

After 20 minutes of scree running we bailed out to the left and down a series of ugly bluffs.
In retrospect, and with the advantage of inspecting the route from below, we should have
continued another 100 metres down the scree and skirted under the bluffs. 

We reached the saddle near Pt 1150 m at about 3:30 pm. My reading of the map was that
the rest of the walk to the cars would be a doddle, tracing the open ridge south of Pylon
Gully to the service road then crossing open fields north of Misery Swamp. What I hadn’t
factored was that the section off the east end of the ridge to the road, shown as open
country on the map, is now a dense thicket of  manuka scrub. The last 100 metres of
descent over 500 horizontal  metres took us 20 minutes (according to my GPS), but it
seemed a LOT longer than that – and I was picking manuka leaves and twigs out of my
gear, clothes and various orifices for a couple of days afterwards. 

We got  back to  the  cars  at  5:50  pm.  On the  way home we hadthe requisite  stop  at
Sheffield Pub to find that an in-house burger now comes with compulsory “fries” at an
extra cost of $7! (Takeaway burgers can still be bought for just $8.) 

Thanks to  Chris  for  a  great  weekend,  for  Chris  and Andrew for  driving so safely  and
competently,  and to everyone for their  companionship and the great food on Saturday
night. 
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Route of Mt Misery loop

17-21 December 2020

Thompson-Moss-Waiau-Maling Passes

CTC five-day trip, 70.6 km and 3500 m total  ascent. Eight participants: Lorraine Poole
(leader),  Barney Richardson,  Zack  Williams,  Chris  Freear,  Bett  Koch,  Tom Hu,  Susan
Pearson and Bryce Williamson, with logistical assistance from Craig Poole. 

Lorraine had touted this trip ad a “Pre-Christmas Womble”.  It  appealed to me since it
would link up my recorded GPS networks from Nelson Lakes with those from the St James
area by way of Waiau Pass, which I had aspired to cross for nearly 20 years. The number
of participants was limited and it was not until just a couple of days prior to departure that
enough people had dropped off the list for me to be promoted to the team. 

Craig and Lorraine had taken their long-wheel-base Land Rover up to Fowler Hut earlier
on the 16th of December. Bett followed with Zack and Chris, while Barney took Susan,
Tom and me in his hybrid RAV4, departing Christchurch at about 5 pm after Tom had
finished work. We drove through to Hanmer Springs where Tom and I ate the dinners that
we had expected to have at Fowler Hut, whereas Barney and Susan bought elaborate
meals at Saints Cafe, Restaurant & Bar. A bit before 8 pm we continued on over Jacks
Pass to Fowler Hut where the others were well ensconced. Susan climbed into her bivvy
bag, Tom took space on the hut floor, Barney set up his fly and I pitched my spacious
Lansan tent, which Susan and I were to share for the rest of the trip. 

Day 1 – 17 December 2020: Maling Pass Road to Lake Thompson -- 17.6 km and 760
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m total ascent over 9 hours and 10 minutes 

After a clear night with a glorious Milky Way continuum overhead, we rose early and were
on our way, driving 10 km north to the four-wheel drive road over Maling Pass. Craig was
going to take us all across the pass in the Land Rover, but Barney decide that he would try
to take his RAV4. Despite its relatively poor ground clearance, he managed to get to the
top of the pass with just a few scrapes and bumps. But from that point we all got into the
spacious Landy for the bouncy ride into the Waiau Valley. 

We arrived at the road end about 9:30 am, changed into our tramping gear and were on
our way along a well-formed vehicle track on the true left (east bank) of the Waiau by 9:45
am.  That  is,  all  of  us  accept  Bett,  whose  (hydration)  bladder  had  malfunctioned,
dampening the contents of her pack. Bett said that she would catch us up once she has
sorted out the problem. Lorraine told her we would proceed north along the true left and
wait for her when we found a convenient point to cross the river to the Te Araroa (TA) Trail
on the true right. In retrospect, Bett was too preoccupied with her problem and didn’t get
the full message (vide infra). 

Over 50 minutes we progressed three kilometres north along the easy track to a point
where it seemed to run out at the river. But Zack and I spotted a narrow walking track that
continued over a low bluff, through a small stand of beech and onto a continuation of the
vehicle track without having to get our feet wet. We waited to make sure that the others
followed us. After twenty minutes, everyone had arrived except Bett. Lorraine went back a
few hundred metres to see if she could spot Bett and I followed soon after. Bett was not to
be seen, so either she had crossed the river or something had gone wrong. I told Lorraine
that she and the others should continue on to Waiau Hut (and even further if she chose)
and  that  I  would  go  back  to  look  for  Bett.  It  took  me  65  minutes  to  retrace  the  six
kilometres, return, with no sign of Bett, so I surmised that she must have crossed to the
TA. 

After collecting my pack I  arrived at Waiau Hut,  delayed by about 90 minutes,  to  find
everyone else there, including Bett, who had, indeed, crossed to the TA. Everyone else
had finished lunch and they were keen to head on at my arrival. So I sat inside the hut and
ate my lunch, accompanied by Bett, while the others departed. 

At 12:40 pm, Bett and I set out in pursuit of the others over open grassland, catching them
after 40 minutes and three kilometres as they took a short break at Caroline Creek Bivvy. 

North of Caroline Creek the river narrowed and the track was interrupted by bouldery fans
spilling down from Spenser Range peaks to the west. 

At 3:30 pm we had a half-hour break at point where the track crosses to the true left of the
Waiau River, just short of the top forks where it splits onto an east branch, heading into the
St James Range, and a west branch that hooks into the Spenser Mountains and around to
Thompson Pass. 

At 4 pm we crossed the river and started on our way up the west branch where we came
across Hilde Hoogterp and Michel Holleman, a couple of CTC members who are doing the
TA trail (north to south) and who had been on the Heaphy Track with some of us just a few
weeks earlier. After a brief chat, we started up a short, sharp 170-metre climb taking us
around a gorgy section of the river to the turnoff to Waiau Pass. 

By now it was quite hot and we had become rather spread out, so we stopped for 25
minutes to drink from a clear pool at the top of a waterfall. While I sat on a rock scooping
water, I noticed a small metallic silvery figure moving on a rock below the water surface.
On closer inspection it proved to be a fishing spider, possibly Dolomedes aquaticus, which
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traps air on its hairy body allowing it to survive underwater for reasonable periods. 

While we sat, Chris mentioned that he thought that Lake Thompson could be reached via
the climber’s left of the stream, opposite to the conventional route above bluffs on the true
left. At the same time, Barney said that he was struggling with the heat and low energy
levels. I said that I would try to get to the lake fairly promptly and return to help Barney with
his pack. I headed off at 5.10 pm and climbed 450 m over 2.6 km in 80 minutes on Chris’
suggested side of the stream over a mixture of boulders, tussock and alpine ground-cover.
It was pretty hard going and I was feeling quite knackered when I reached Lake Thomson
at 6:30 pm. 

After dropping my pack, having a drink from the lake and taking a couple of photos, I
headed back in the direction I’d come. I first met Bett, who said that she was also very
tired and that she thought that the others might have decided to camp lower down. Then I
met Tom who told me that Barney had decided to hunker down for the night and that
Lorraine was going to stay with him -- so there was no point in going down to collect his
pack. Barney and Lorraine did not want us to wait for them; they would climb to Thompson
Pass the next day but would not go over to the D’Urville River, instead camping the next
night at Lake Thompson. The other three were still coming up to the lake and as we talked,
Susan, Zack and Chris arrived and headed on the slope. 

By 7 pm the clouds had lowered to the level of Lake Thompson and it was cool and misty.
Susan found a well-established site with rock-wall wind shelters and we soon had our tents
pitched  and  billies  boiling.  A large  boulder  and  rock  wall  made  a  comfortable  spot,
sheltered from the slight breeze, where we ate dinner in relative comfort. 

About 9 pm we all hit the sack. It drizzled during the night, heavily enough to be heard on
the tent, but not to the extent that wetness was a problem. 

Day 2 – 18 December 2020: Lake Thompson to Moss Pass suspension bridge -- 12.9
km and 200 m total ascent (960 m nett descent) over 8 hours and 10 minutes 

We got up about 8 am in light drizzle. As we ate breakfast and disassembled our shelters
the weather brightened rather considerably, to the extent that I thought we might end up
with a sunny morning. Particularly to the north, the sky was blue and we could see clouds
spilling dramatically over and around Waiau Pass. 

At 9:20 am we headed around the western side of Lake Thomson and up a gentle ridge
before sidling into a narrow and partly snow-filled slot that took us to Thompson Pass. We
reached the pass after 35 minutes having climbed 170 metres over about one kilometre
from our camp site. 

The mist at the pass was quite thick and we had no useful view of the route ahead of us.
Only Susan and Chris had ever been here before, both having sidled around to the pass in
the opposite direction from D’Urville Pass. They talked about a descent chute and the
need to contour round to the left (south). 

As we descend into clearer air  it  became apparent that  the best descent  route to the
D’Urville River was not via the chute but, instead, down a steep scree slope on the true
right of the chute. In this way we lost 170 metres in 25 minutes with no trouble and little
effort. 

At ~1600 m we stopped for a 15 minute break to assess the route below us and to identify
the various other passes, saddles and peaks that were being revealed by the rising cloud
level. 

About 10:45 am we set off again, initially over slatey rubble and then over mist-wetted
snow grass that had most of us on our backsides once or twice and made it quite a relief
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to reach a scree that we sidled by way of a convenient animal track. 

We reached the bed of the D’Urville River a bit before midday; then ensued about an hour
of enjoyable boulder hopping, interspersed with occasionally forays into bankside scrub
bashing, till we reached the top end of the D’Urville Track near the 1060 m contour. 

Having regrouped at the track, we expected to make faster progress. In half an hour we
covered 1.5 km to Upper D’Urville Hut, really no more than a biv, which we reached at 1:45
pm. The clouds had now entirely dissipated and it was hot, so we found a shady spot close
to the river where we took a leisurely one-hour lunch break, during which I think I actually
drifted off to sleep. 

At 2:45 pm we headed off again, but the going was tougher than expected. The track was
good in parts, but rough in other sections and occasionally climbed high above the river to
avoid gorges. It took us 2 hours 45 minutes to cover the 6.3 kilometres to the Moss Pass
suspension bridge, where we arrived a 5:45 pm. 

As we headed down the D’Urville River, we kept an eye out for reasonable camping spots,
which were rare. We were apprehensive that the bridge would span a gorge and would
hence be in steep territory; but, fortunately, that proved not to be the case. Bett, Tom and
Zack pitched their tents on the track around the approach to the bridge whereas Susan,
Chris and I set up camp at a near-perfect site about 50 metres upstream. 

For the first time on the trip, sand flies were a problem, but only a minor one. I had a wash
in the river and then donned sufficiently covering clothes to keep the little buggers mostly
at bay. Chris had a mosquito net suspended under his fly and wore a netting hood while
preparing his dinner, along with a cheese cake that Susan and I helped to consume. 

Day 3 – 19 December 2020: Moss Pass suspension bridge to Blue Lake -- 6.6 km and
1070 m total ascent over 6 hours and 50 minutes 

This was to be our shortest day in terms of distance, but our biggest in terms of high gain
and, rather substantially, the most testing in terms of steepness both up and down. In light
of the heat of the previous couple of days, we got up fairly early in order to ensure that we
would be climbing the steepest section in the coolth of the morning. We were over the
suspension bridge and climbing through the beech forest before 8 am. 

In order to stay together and make sure no-one got too worn out, we instituted a regime by
which the faster members of the party would climb for 25 minutes then stop for the group
to regather, moving off again only when everyone had caught their breaths. In that way we
reasoned that no-one should have to climb for more than about half an hour at a time. The
system worked well and we managed to climb the nearly 1100 metres over 4 kilometres in
five  ~200-metre  pushes,  three  below the  bush  line  and  two  above.  The  intermediate
pauses stretched out to a consistent 25 minutes each, as long as the pushes themselves. 

The first section through the beech forest was not too steep, but the second and third were
up a very steep, mostly mossy track interspersed with rocky, hands-on scrambles. 

We reached  the  bush  line  (~1370  m)  at  10  am,  coinciding  with  our  third  break.  The
absence of overhead foliage gave us a clear view west, across the D’Urville River, to Mt
Ella (2263 m). 

100 metres higher  we could see Moss Pass --  and then another 100 metres and we
reached a plateau, just below 1600 m, which accommodated a couple of tarns and which
would  have  provided  a  nice  camping  spot  had  we  had  the  energy  and  inclination  to
undertake a partial ascent on the previous evening. As we enjoyed our fourth break we
traced out the route ahead, spying marker poles that were well camouflaged amongst the
tussock and scree above us. 
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The last push got the fastest of us to Moss Pass at 11:50 am, with the others arriving over
about 10 minutes. 

It being close to midday, we hunkered down just on the eastern side of the pass to enjoy
an extended lunch break in the warm sun and sheltered from the light westerly breeze. 

To our left and down the Sabine River West Branch, we could see the high peaks of the
Travers Range – from Mts Cupola (2260 m) and Hopeless (2275 m) through to Mt Angelus
(2075 m) further in the distance. Immediately below us was the entrance to the infamous
chute that represents the most serious stage of the descent to Blue Lake. After about 15
minutes, a young couple with a single light pack between them, emerged from the top of
the chute and came over for a chat. They were voluntary wardens at Blue Lake Hut and
had climbed to Moss Pass as a day outing. They described the chute as being pretty hairy
and were pleased not to have been carrying overnight packs. 

About 12.30 pm, Bett and Zack decide that they would head down the chute, making sure
that they were clear before the rest of us started down. I went over to the vertical wall to
the true left  and took some photos of them making three way down the narrow, steep
passage, somewhere not to be in a rock-fall. 

Chris and Tom continued to relax at our lunch spot while Susan and I watched Bett and
Zack, whose progress was slow enough that we decided that the remaining four of us
should descend as a bunch. 

The four  of  us started down the chute at  12:55 pm. By 1:10 pm we were out  of  the
bottleneck. Tom sped on ahead and found a comfortable spot in the tussock to await the
rest of us. 

From the base of the chute we sidled around a north-facing scree-and-tussock basin to a
point where we got our first view of the sapphire gem that is Blue Lake, tucked in under
Franklin Ridge. 

Blue Lake comes into view from Moss Pass

A few  minutes  later,  having  rounded  a  spur,  we  got  a  glimpse  of  Lake  Constance,
impounded by an ancient,  beech-covered landslide and about 180 metres above Blue
Lake. 

The last couple of hundred metres of the descent to Blue Lake were on a mixture of steep
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tussock and boulder fields. My knees hurt and one of my trekking poles malfunctioned as I
hobbled down to Blue Lake Hut, which we reached at about 2:45 pm. Bett and I pitched
tents near the warden’s quarters, while the others claimed bunk spaces in the hut. There
were quite a few other hut occupants, mostly on the Travers-Sabine circuit, but with a few
TA walkers. It was very hot near the hut so I walked down to the lake where Zack was
already enjoying the slight breeze and chatting to another walker. The lake is tapu, but I
made my way to a small pool tucked amongst boulders below the lake outlet where I had a
wash in the frigid water. 

Back at the hut, I saw a woman in a blue climbing helmet approaching along the track from
the direction of Lake Constance. It was Lorraine! Having climbed to Thompson Pass on
the previous day and tented at Lake Thompson, she had descended to the Waiau Pass
turnoff, crossed Waiau Pass, traversed the slopes above Lake Constance and arrived at
Blue Lake – quite an undertaking, alone, over the course of the day. Barney had stayed on
the other side of Waiau Pass, tenting at Waiau top forks, and was to meet us at Waiau Hut
on the following evening. 

After dinner, I decided to take a stroll along the eastern shore of Blue Lake to its southern
end. The late sunlight on the upper reaches Franklin Ridge struck an alluring contrast with
the lower buttresses in shadow. 

The blueness of the lake was even more striking – it’s due to the absorption of red light by
high overtones of the vibrational modes of the water. The deepness of the colour arises
from the long path length (70 to 80 metres) of light in the nearly pure water. And the pure
water arises form the fact that it is highly filtered by passage through the landslide that
separates Lake Constance and Blue Lake. Near the south end of the lake I saw filtered
water welling up through gravel on the shore. And at the southern extreme is a rather
substantial stream that emanates from a large spring half way up the landslide. 

On the way back to the hut the last of the light lit up a ridge from Mt Franklin in bright
orange. That and its reflection where in strikingly beautiful contrast with the blueness of the

lake. 
Blue Lake reflections-sun on the ridge north-east of Mt Franklin
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Day 4 – 20 December 2020: Blue Lake to Waiau Hut -- 17.9 km and 890 m total ascent
over 11 hours and 50 minutes 

We had a big day ahead of us, to cross Waiau Pass and walk down to Waiau Hut were
Barney was expecting us to turn up before the end of the day. We arose at about 6 am and
were on our way at 7:15 am, on the track over the landslide to Lake Constance. 

After 45 minutes we were on top of the landslide, 170 metres above Blue Lake and with a
view of the north end of Lake Constance. 

The next stage was a 160 metres climb up a scree slope and over a high bluff sidling for
about a kilometre along the western side of Lake Constance. The tussock fields above the
bluffs were sprinkled with golden Spaniards in full, spiky, bloom. 

After about half an hour of sidling we started the descent to the southern end of Lake
Constance. This involved two steep stages separated by a short section of sidling. 

The lake level was a low, so the southern beach was very broad. We were in bright sun
with a view north to Mt Windward (1966 m) at the northern end of the Mahanga Range. 

From the southern shore of Lake Constance, we walked 850 metres over quarter of an
hour through a delightful meadow of tussock and alpine herbs to the base of the climb to
Waiau Pass, where we arrived at 9:30 am. 

Ahead of us were Mt Mahanga (2195 m) and other high peaks at the northern end of the
Mahanga Range. Behind us was Franklin Ridge with a trio of unnamed peaks over 2200
metres. 

At the bottom of the steep scree leading to Waiau Pass, we paused for 15 minutes to fill
water bottles from the stream and to trace out the line of poles leading up the slope. 

We decided again to employ the 25-minute regime, which again worked very well. The 510
metres to the pass were covered in three even pushes separated by quarter-hour breaks.
The first push took us up a grassy vein prior to a steep stretch of scree that we had been
able to see from quite a distance back. 

At the first break, Lorraine asked me to take a photo of her with Lake Constance in the
background. After I had taken it Susan pointed out that Lorraine had a phone in her hand,
so I repeated the photo twice more sans phone -- once with Lorraine looking away from
me and then again with her looking towards me. It’s up to Lorraine to choose the one she
wants. 

The second push took us up and across the scree – the hardest part of the climb – and on
to a ledge just above the 1700-metre contour. The easy travel on the ledge was welcome
relief after the steeper climb lower down. 

The second break was at the base of the last scree section, about 130 metres below the
pass. As we regathered, I noticed a distant dome that I identified, using PeakFinder AR, as
being Mt Campbell, a 1330-metre peak about 110 kilometres to the north at the northern
end of the Arthur Range. 

The final 130-metre climb took quarter of an hour. I reached at the pass at 11:25 am with
the rest of the team arriving over about 10 minutes. 

For 20 minutes we paused for photos and to top up our drink bottles with snow. 

From the pass we headed down a gentle ridge of scree to a grassy patch where we ate
lunch over 30 minutes. When we started lunch it  was fine and warm, but the weather
quickly and subtly became more overcast and cooler as we sat. The forecast change has
arrived and we were glad to have been over the pass. We even felt a few spits of rain. 
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At 12.25 pm we set  off  towards the Waiau River.  The initial  part  was very steep and
required some careful down-climbing. 

As we descended the route got less steep. At the same time, the clouds got lower and the
raindrops became more common. 

Over quarter on an hour from 2 pm, we regrouped at the pool where we had seen the
silver fishing spider on day one. Susan said that her leg was playing up and that she might
have to stop before we got to Waiau Hut, still nearly 10 kilometres away. Since she and I
were sharing a tent, cooker and food, I said that I would walk with her. And so off down the
Waiau we headed. 

About three kilometres north of Caroline Creek Bivvy, Susan suggested that I continue on
and wait for her there, which I did. I arrived at the biv at 4:30 pm to find Chris and Tom
waiting for Lorraine. It was now raining consistently and the air was thick with voracious
sand flies. When Lorraine arrived the three of them headed off to Waiau Hut, another three
kilometres down-river. Susan arrived about 5 pm and we retired to the inside of the biv and
set about killing sand flies and brewing a hot drink. 

At 6 pm Susan indicated that her leg had improved with the rest, and that she was keen to
continue on the Waiau Hut. We set off just after 6 pm (I banged my head on the biv door
lintel despite Susan’s warning) and arrived at the hut at 7 pm, having walked in consistent,
but warm, rain. The hut was full (including couple of young TA walkers whom we’d met at
Blue Lake)  and the best  and driest  tenting  spots  had been taken;  so we pitched the
Lansan on the hut deck in the face of persistent rain and malevolent hordes of sand flies. 

While we ate our dinner a couple of sodden hunters arrived. One of them (recognised by
Tom)  was  Pat  Barrett,  the  well-known  tramper,  outdoorsman  and  author.  The  other
recognised me – it was Peter Coleman, a past member of the CTC. They stood dripping in
the hut debating whether to sleep in the floor (they had neither tent(s) nor bivy bags) and
chatting with  some of us while annoying others who were trying to  get some sleep.  I
suggested that they continue on to the Caroline Creek Bivvy. Eventually they acceded to
my suggestion leaving large puddles on the floor  in their  wake.  Once they had gone,
Susan and I retired to our tent, trying to minimise the ingress of wetness and sand flies.
We spent a good ten minutes killing the little pests before trying to go to sleep with aching
legs, knees and hips. 

Day 5 – 21 December 2020: Waiau Hut to Tophouse Road -- 15.6 km and 510 m total
ascent over 3 hours and 30 minutes 

It rained consistently and, occasionally, heavily during the night. After struggling to sleep
before midnight,  Susan and I  both slept  well  through till  6 am when we got  up.  I  got
changed into my wet clothes from the previous day, reasoning that I was going to get wet
anyway. Barney, who had been worrying about his car parked at the top of Maling Pass
and how he would get it down the road in wet conditions, headed off about 7 am. The rest
of us headed off about half an hour later. 

The trip out was an uneventful trudge. We crossed the river at the hut made our way down
the vehicle track on the true left in continuous drizzly rain. 

At 8:40 am, having covered a bit over five kilometres in just over an hour, I turned east, up
Maling Pass Road. At 9:15 am I caught up with Barney about halfway up the hill to Maling
Pass. And 25 minutes later we arrived at Barney’s car. A few minutes later, Bett showed up
and the two of us headed on down the eastern side of Maling Pass Road leaving Barney
to wait for the rest of the team. 

Bett and I covered the 6.4 km to her car, descending 260 metres, over 75 minutes. Barney
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arrived in his car about 15 minutes later with Susan, Tom and Lorraine, having had no
serious problems during the descent. Ten minutes later Chris and Zack arrived by foot,
there not having been enough room for them in the RAV4. 

Once we had all changed into dry warm clothes, we headed down Tophouse Road and
over Jacks Pass for take-away coffee from Powerhouse Cafe & Restaurant in Hanmer
Springs. Then on to the Culverden Hotel and Café for $12 cooked lunch. Finally the drive
back  to  the  civilisation  of  Christchurch  with  time  to  prepare  for  the  imminent  festive
season. 

This was a thoroughly enjoyable and eventful trip. Thanks, Lorraine, for arranging it and
sorry you didn’t get to do Moss Pass. Thanks also to the drivers, Barney and Bett, and to
Craig with logistical Land Rover support. 

Route of trip marked
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9-10 January 2021

Casey-Binser Loop

This trip should probably be named “Casey-Binser Loop – Take 2” as Symon’s first attempt
to run it was cancelled due to weather, and instead we went on the lovely Warden Hut trip
that I’ve previously written about. We were hopeful that this time we would succeed, and
indeed the trip went pretty much to plan. 

The start was a bit ropey – after sorting out cars we set off and were proceeding up Harper
Ave when Warwick’s phone rang. 

“How many people in your car?”. 

“Four” 

“There should be five – come back!” 

So back to the start  we went,  stuffed another tramper and backpack into the car, and
departed again. 

We regrouped at Springfield as usual, after a brief stop at the Sheffield Pie Shop. This is
not one of our usual stops as it’s a bit soon after breakfast on the outbound journey, but
Warwick was having luxury lunches on the trip and they were to come from the pie shop.
After Springfield the next stop was the Andrews Shelter where we parked up and got ready
to walk. We hit the trail about 10:10 and were quickly walking through the beautiful forest.
It’s  quite  open  and  plenty  of  sunlight  shines  through  the  trees,  and  is  a  thoroughly
enjoyable walk. There is a bit of elevation gain, but nothing serious, although over the
entire 17 Km of the walk to the hut we ascended and descended over 1000 metres, so it’s
still a decent slog. 

After about 6 Km the track drops down to the Andrew Stream and then enters Hallelujah
Flat. This is a lovely place, with many shades of green in the vegetation and long views to
distant mountains. At this time time of year there are many small  shrubs covered with
white flowers, probably one on the many species of Hebe, but don’t quote me on that. I
don’t  need to know their  name to appreciate their  beauty.  The flat  rises gently until  it
crosses the Casey Saddle, and it’s so gentle that I didn’t even notice that I’d crossed it. If
I’d been paying attention instead of looking at the flowers I might have noticed that we’d
left the Andrews Stream behind and were walking along Surprise Stream which flows in
the opposite direction. But I wasn’t, and I didn’t. 

What I did notice was that after coming down the hill and rejoining Surprise Stream there
was a DOC sign pointing in the direction that we’d come from, and on the back of the sign
was a small arrow with “Casey Hut” in rather small writing. It seemed to point to a couple
of rather vague tracks into the bush, but we saw no markers there although there were
some very obvious markers to the left. The map suggested that was the way to go, and as
the hut is sort of by the Poulter River that further confirmed that we were going the right
way. My GPS was not much help, we seemed to be in the right place on the map, but the
more we walked towards the hut, the further the GPS said it was. 

I was thinking evil thoughts at the GPS – how dare it tell me that I was getting further from
the hut when I knew damn well I was getting closer. Fortunately its computing power is
limited, so within a half hour it saw the error of its ways and admitted that the hut was only
850 metres away, not the 2.8 Km that it was trying to pass off as a fact. More powerful
computers can string you along for much longer, as I know to my cost from my job of trying
to make them behave the way they are supposed to. Anyhow, I digress. We continued
along  the  path  getting  ever  closer  to  the  hut,  but  there  was  still  no  hut  to  be  seen.
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Suddenly a shout from above caught our attention; “Follow the vague trail  through the
grass up the back and you’ll find the hut”. The new hut has no sign and it’s up on a terrace
where it’s invisible when approaching from the direction we were walking. If we’d just kept
following the track and looking ahead, we’d never have seen it! 

Having found the hut I quickly set up my tent in the best bit of real estate I could find – right
on the edge of the terrace with a view down the Poulter river. Several of the team slept in
the hut, and a lovely hut it is too – opened only last August, and it has electric light as well;
several LED strip lights hanging from the ceiling powered by solar panels. I was in bed
before dark so I never saw them in action, but I’m sure they will be better than headlamps
and candles. Another tramper had joined us back at the Surprise Stream, and he was a
former club member or prospective member? I don’t remember, but Alan knew him and he
was made welcome. A bit  later another couple of tired-looking trampers arrived, they’d
come I  think from the Hawdon Hut  or East  Hawdon Shelter and crossed some pretty
rugged terrain to get to the Casey Hut. 

The new Casey Hut

The new Casey Hut has views down the Poulter river

The departure in the morning was somewhat staggered – groups drifted out at various
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times as they finished their packing up. I was in an early group of six that managed to stay
together until Pete Stream where the going gets a bit tougher. That’s about 12 Km of the
23 KM walk done, and then the slog up the Binser Saddle starts. That really got the groups
spread out, and I staggered into the saddle and crashed for a bit of lunch. We’d beaten the
DOC times by a pretty decent margin, so we’d obviously been smashing it out. Alan and
Kristy really went for it though, and forged ahead down the saddle and back to the cars
well ahead of the team. By the time I joined the rest of the advance group, they had gone
on the half hour walk back to the shelter to retrieve two cars and got back with them about
ten minutes after I arrived. They ferried a few of us back to the shelter, and then Alan went
back to fetch the next group. When they arrived another plan had been formed – we would
grab whatever cars were available and head to the pub while Alan retrieved the last group
who would then use the remaining cars to join us at the pub. 

There was a bit of shuffling of packs between cars at the pub, but it was all sorted out and
we  did  the  usual  post-tramp  money  shuffle  and  had  some  drinks  and  snacks/meals.
Because we were pretty quick on the way out the first group was at the pub by 16:00, and I
think  I  got  home about  18:00,  much earlier  than I’d  expected.  The Casey-Binser  is  a
beautiful walk and not too hard; it was a thoroughly enjoyable weekend with a great bunch

of people. 
Route marked – inbound starting at Andrews Shelter - home via Binser Saddle

Trip statistics 

Day One Distance Walked: 17.4 km Min Elevation: 540 m Max Elevation: 849 m Elevation
gain: 1195 m Elevation loss: 1136 m Average speed: 2.53 km/h Average moving speed:
3.5 km/h Total moving time: 4h 57m Total stopped time: 1h 53m 

Day  Two Distance  Walked:  20.9  km  Min  Elevation:  506  m  Max  Elevation:  1105  m
Elevation gain: 928 m Elevation loss: 970 m Average speed: 3.27 km/h Average moving
speed: 4.1 km/h Total moving time: 5h 08m Total stopped time: 1h 14m 

Participants: Symon Holmes (Leader), Kaveh Mazloomi, Elaine Booker, Daniel Cordes,
Joanna Buchajczyk, Alla Joutovsky, Geoff Sugden, Andrea Kofoet, Tina Morrell, Alan Ross,
Markus Milne, Jamie Cole, Warwick Dowling, Tom Hu, Kristy Macdonald, John Kerkhofs
(scribe & photographer) 
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10 January 2021

Hut Spur - Bealey Spur - Blind Spur - Bruce Stream Blaster

I had had this tramp in mind for a while so I was quite excited when the day finally came to
try out this epic day adventure in Black Range. 4 brave CTC souls, the ideal number for a
car load, started off at Bealey Spur Hut car park at around 8.30 am. We made our way up
to Bealey Hut in about 2 hours and after a short break, off we went to pt1545. Until then,
the track had been easy to follow and mostly grassy, but along Hut Spur to pt1907, the
track is along a sharp rocky ridge where some care needs to be taken negotiating some
sections. 

From pt1907, there is a wee scree run to the saddle close to pt1750 where a tarn can be
found. The tarn is surprisingly big considering it isn’t on the NZ Topo Map. Byron visited
the tarn to get some water and the rest of us went up to pt1737 where we regrouped. We
continued along the spur and at around the 1500 contour we dropped down on our TR to
find an opening in the bush where there is a scree slope that you can take to get to Bruce
Stream. The scree turned out to be quite steep and full of hidden rocks and I suspect that
there is a better scree option about 500m back somewhere close to a stream on the 1510
contour. 

On the scree that we took, I got hit by a dislodged rock the size of a soccer ball. The rock
fell so quickly that even though I had seen it when it was about 10 meters from me, I had
only a split second to react and it hit me on my lower calf. Initially it hurt like hell but the
pain wore off after putting my leg in the river and taking some painkillers. I was worried
that my ankle might be broken but we agreed that I was very lucky as it was only all bloody
and bruised. The rock had ripped through my gaiter so if I hadn’t been wearing it, it would
have been much worse. I made sure that my leg was in the water for the rest of the day to
stop it from getting swollen. 

Nat in Bruce Stream

The route along Bruce stream was great fun. There are some other reports mentioning
some impassable sections where alternative routes in the steep slopes need to be found.
However, we didn’t encounter these sections and stayed in the river bed for the whole
time. I suspect that the previous parties had higher water levels than we had. There was a
point where the river level reached almost up my chest for a second or two but that was it.
With some care, a lot of boulder hopping and some good route finding skills ,it’s possible
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to stay in the river bed the whole time (providing that the water level is low of course). I
think that we all found this section the most entertaining. 

After the trickiest section, about 2 km from the car park, the valley opens up and from
there it’s just an easy stroll along the river. I think that quite an interesting variation of this
could be to drop down to Junction Stream from the tarn – just to spend more time in the
fun river! It was a great tramp, thanks everyone for coming. I’ll see you next time! 

Route of trip

Participants:Michal  Klajban  (leader,  scribe,  photos),  Nat  Flynn,  Natasha  Sydorenko,
Byron Harvey 

Rough stats:25 km, 9h 50min, 1500m up (compare to 1800m, a number encountered by
Bryce Williamson in 2016) 

Video:https://youtu.be/foExD6XVY6E

16 January 2021

Scenery Nook on Banks Peninsula

Scenery Nook is a wee inlet on the far side of Banks Peninsula. It’s accessible by boat or
across private land - as the CTC unfortunately doesn’t own a yacht just yet, we chose to
approach on foot. 

There were 42 of us, or perhaps even more, nobody knows anymore. First we went up to
Lucas Peak from where we could see the beautiful blue ocean and grassy sides of the
local hills. We got down to the ocean front via Rocky Gully which was steep in places and -
wait for it - quite rocky. A decent break followed by the inlet. Alan took the opportunity to
show us what was in his backpack (I think he just wanted to show off his shiny polypro
long johns really), everybody took about ten gigabytes of photos and off we went to climb a
steep hillside of the inlet cliffs. 
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We reached the cars about 4 hours after we left them. The trade off seems to be a bit
extreme (4 hours drive, 4 hours walk) but this part of the peninsula is extremely beautiful

and I’m sure that everybody agreed that it was worth it. Rough stats: 8 km, 400m up 

Participants: Mike Newlove (leader), Michal Klajban (scribe, photos), Jenny Harris, Tina
Guan,  Sheryle  Wootton,  Elena  San  Claudio,  Penny  Coffey,  Evie  Anderson,  Roxanne
Brassington,  Manpreet  (Mani)  Singh,  Belinda  Hamlin,  Trudi  Cameron,  Nathan  Curtis,
Harpreet  Kaur,  Geoff  Titmuss,  Erik  Norder,  Ben Dodson,  Caleb Murdoch,  Grant  Scull,
Murray  Gifford,  Harish  Mandalika,  Vahid  Loghman,  Anthony  Clark,  Alan  Ross,  Alla
Joutovsky,  Warwick  Dowling,  Joanne  Thompson,  Nathan  Bown,  Braidie  Bown,  Josh
Pearson, Barry Watson, Adrian Harvey, Byron Harvery, Hayley Dauben, Helene Styles,
Alison Cairns,  Olivia  Lin,  Tina Morrell,  Hsieh  shu-chuan,  Kaveh Mazloomi,  Tomyu Hu,
Zivanah Keen 

More photos at Michal’s blog:https://hikingisgood.com/scenery-nook-on-banks-peninsula/ 

More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).

We  recommend  you  start  with  the  Club  Captain,  then  the  Gear  Custodian,  then  the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can  be  made  then  the  Police.  Refer  to  the  list  of  Club  Officers  below,  and  on
www.ctc.org.nz.  Members  (particularly  Trip  Leaders)  please discuss this  arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure. 
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Club Officers

President: Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070

Secretary: Monika Bratownik 021399750

Treasurer: Carol Horgan 027 212 7294

Club Captain: Bryce Williamson 021-0232-2310

New Members 
Rep:

Emma Rogers 022 491 6625

Day Trip 
Organiser:

Kelly Purdie 027 614 2255

Overnight Trip 
Organiser:

Barry Watson 021668895

Social 
Convenor:

John West 021 230 2536

Gear Custodian:
Barney 
Stephenson

027 358 3281

Editor: Peter Hinchey 0225948023

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton 322-6196

IT Convenor: Nick Edwards 0273656751

Access Officer: Ian Dunn 0212141907

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 19 February 2020 – Thanks.
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